MSc Biotechnology, Bioprocessing & Business Management

This is a selection of reading material recommended for students. You are not required to purchase these textbooks or read them before you begin the course.

Many books and journals will be available to you through Warwick Library once you enrol.

The fundamentals of biotechnology & genetic engineering
ISBN 0-7167-4366-3
ISBN 13-978-14051-1121-8
ISBN 1-55581-304-6
DNA Technology and Biotechnology (2003) CD-ROM Insight Media

Accounting and finance management

Business strategy

Marketing management
Biochemical engineering
Richardson, Coulson, Backhurst, and Harker, Chemical Engineering 6th Ed Butterworth Heinemann 1999
Schuler & Kargi Bioprocess Engineering - Basic Concepts ISBN 0130819085

Bioprocess plant design and economic analysis